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Abstract: A promising way to generate the isolated attosecond x‐ray sources has been
theoretically investigated emerging from the concept of nanostructures plasmonic field
enhancement. It is found that by properly modulating the inhomogeneity of the input
two‐color weak field, not only the harmonic cutoff has been extended to the x‐ray
region, but also the single short quantum path has been selected to contribute to the
harmonic. As a consequence, a series of sub‐50as attosecond x‐ray pulses have been
obtained.
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Ultrashort x‐ray pulses are a key tool for probing the ultrafast electronic dynamics in atoms
[1,2], attosecond time‐resolved spectroscopy [3], and tomographic imaging of molecular
orbitals [4,5], etc. High‐order harmonic generation (HHG) as the most promising way to
produce the isolated attosecond x‐ray pulses by direct frequency upconversion of
femtosecond near‐infrared pulses has been widely investigated in the past two decades [6‐8].
Currently, the HHG process can be well depicted in terms of the semiclassical three‐step
model [9]: ionization, acceleration, and recombination of the electrons in the intense laser
field. During the recombination, a maximum harmonic cutoff with Emax=Ip+3.17Up can be
⁄4
obtained, where Ip is the ionization potential and
is the ponderomotive energy
of the free electron in the laser field.
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However,, due to the limitation of
o the harmo
onic cutoff, it
i is hard to produce thee isolated
14
2
de, much
x‐rray sources from the sin
ngle weak (10
(
W/cm ) laser pulse. Thus, in th
he last decad
efffort has beeen paid to extending the harmo
onic cutoff, such as th
he two‐coloor or the
thrree‐color field scheme [110‐12], the chirp
c
pulse sscheme [13],, and Thz co
ontrolling meethod [14]
etcc. However, in most off the above methods, th
he fundameental fields are also beeyond the
15
1
2
10 W/cm , wh
hich are not easier to be obtained in
n laboratoriees.
Recently, the plasmon
nic field enh
hancement in
n the vicinitty of metalliic nanostrucctures has
atttracted a lott of interest [15‐18]. As an alternattive techniqu
ue for harm
monic generaation and
exttension, it iss not necesssary to utiliz
ze extra cav
vities to amp
plify the inp
put pulse poower, and
thee local electrric fields can
n be enhance
ed by more than 20 dB [19]. The un
nderlying meechanism
of the plasmo
onic field en
nhancement harmonic eemission ca
an be well described
d
ass follows:
wh
hen a low in
ntensity inpu
ut pulse cou
uples to the p
plasmon mo
ode, as show
wn in Figuree 1. There
is a collective oscillation of
o free charg
ges around the vicinity of the meta
al nanostruccture, and
thee negative ch
harges are redistributed
r
d around on
ne apex and the positive
e charges arround the
oth
her one, ressulting in a large reson
nant enhanccement of th
he local fielld. Consequ
uently, by
injecting rare gases into th
his enhance
ed field, the HHG can be
b produced
d or extendeed [15,20].
For instance: ((i) from the experimenttal side, Kim
m et al [15] shows
s
that the
t output llaser field
has been enhaanced by three orders off magnitudee compared with
w the inp
put pulse (10011W/cm2),
an
nd a 17th ord
der harmoniic has been obtained.
o
H owever, the outcome off the Ref 15, has been
pu
ut under con
ntroversy more
m
recently
y [16‐18], i.ee. whether the
t harmoniic emission is in fact
thee coherent (H
HHG) or on
nly an incohe
erent atomicc line emissiion. (ii) From
m the theoreetical side,
by
y using the llinearly spaatial‐depend
dent laser fieelds, the gen
neration of even harmoonics, the
sellection of q
quantum patths and the
e wavelength
th dependen
nce of the harmonic
h
yiields, etc,
have also been
n investigateed [21,22].

Fig
gure 1: Schem
matic illustrattion of linearr electric field
d enhancemeent and harm
monic emissioon using a
nan
nostructure off bow‐tie elem
ments.

